Problem #1
“...huge gaps continue to exist in the frequency, scope, and depth with which they are conducted.”

Solution: Keep It Simple
Con Capabilities
Identify, quantify and rank the vulnerabilities in your system with security assessments and continuous pen testing.

Target Testing
Replicate real-world attack chains to identify and focus on the chinks in your armor to understand your true exposure.

Social Engineering
Evaluate user security awareness via hardened methods—spear phishing, media drops and tailgating—because 95% of cybersecurity breaches are due to human error.

Problem #2
“...organizations do not have an incident response plan.”

Solution: Prepare for the Unknown
Guy your network
Identify tangential threats to your network and information with physical security controls and cloud configuration assessments.

Insider Threat (Purple Team)
Deploy advanced interactive offensive and defensive operators to help identify and remediate critical flaws in real-time.

Breach Simulation
Use patented, proven technologies with evasive operations outside standard testing approaches to assess even robust security programs.

Problem #3
“...organizations have their penetration testing results, they are challenged to use them effectively because the identified issues take too long to triage, are not relevant, and take too long to remediate.”

Solution: Think Outside the Box—With Optiv
Outside your Network
Identify tangential threats to your network and information with physical security controls and cloud configuration assessments.

Inside your Network
Deploy advanced interactive offensive and defensive operators to help identify and remediate critical flaws in real-time.

Insider Threat (Purple Team)
Deploy advanced interactive offensive and defensive operators to help identify and remediate critical flaws in real-time.

Breach Simulation
Use patented, proven technologies with evasive operations outside standard testing approaches to assess even robust security programs.

With Optiv You Get
Blue-tribed hackers,
Penetrating thinking researchers,
Wielder of their wiles,
Advanced attack tools help you protect your network,
Your assets, your business and your people.

Learn More